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7heT  economicsi  off introducing ultrafiltration (UF)) into the Ontarioi  dairy industry is analyzed.. First,t, 
a partial budget is developed to determine feasibility off UF on the farm.. The budget indicates that the 
great majority off Ontario dairy farms are not large enough to capture the economies off size inherent 
in the new technology.l y. Second,, a location-allocationll ti  model is used to determine thefeasibility, number 
cap-and location off UF collection centers in Ontario.i . The model indicates that the UF centers would ­
ture the economiesies offsize and the centers would benefit the dairy industry as a whole.l . However,r, processorsM 
offsoft products and consumers offhard products could be worse offf because offmarket changes caused 
by the UF centers.s. 
o j  
Les auteurs examinent les aspects economiques de l'adoption de l'ultrafiltration (UF)) dans l'industried I 'adopti n 1 'ultrafiltration 1 'i stri  
laitiere en Ontario.i . En premier lieu,, un budget partiel  est etabli pour determiner la faisabilite de l'UFd d  td 1 '  
la I1 majoritd laitikresa La ferme.. l appert que la grande e desfermes e s de la province ne sontpas assez grandes 
pour  tirer parti des economies d 'echelle inherentes a la nouvelle technologie.logie. Dans une deuxieme etape,d d lle d t  k  drape, 
modkle utilisd I 'emplacement dventuelsun e d'implantation est e pour  examiner l'e pl ce e t et le nombre e t l  des centres 
faisabilitd dconomique k moddede collecte pour  UF en Ontario,, ainsi que la ite e de leur installation.ti . Le el  
dconomies d'dchellemontre que les centres de collectet  seraient en mesure de tirer avantage des e i   'e  et qu 'en 
ils 1 'industrie laitikre entikre. transfonnateurs fraisplus t profiteraient a l'i stri e toute e . Toutefois,t f is, les rm de produits t  
(fromage cottage,, creme glacee, yogourt) et les consommateurst  de produits fermes (fromagesages a patel  k ach  d  
ddsavantagds marchd causds I'im-ferme,, poudre de lait)t) se trouveraienti t e t es par  les bouleversementse ts du e e par  l ­
UF.plantation des centres Fo 
INTRODUCTION economic value as a source of  energy for 
mem- animall feed.. The second component, calledUltrafiltrationti  (UF)) is a pressure-driven ­
retentate, contains milk fat and proteins, asbrane process for separating the fractionall 
lactose. Thesewell as a portion of  water and . componentsts of  milk.. It is an advanced form 
milk solids are the desirable components inof  concentration similar to the old form of  
cream separation and water extraction by heat the production of  some dairy products, such 
evaporation.. With UF, the separation is per­ as cheese.. Ultrafiltered milk can also be ther­
formed through a porous membrane that bac-
- -
malized (heated)) in order to inactivatet  ­
permits the passage of  low-molecular-weight teria growth, which thus allows for longer 
substances.. Larger molecules cannot pass storage of  the concentrated milk, while 
through the membrane and are retained.. The keeping the milk's'  desirable quality for 
first component,t, called permeate, contains cheese making (Besnard,r , Maubois and Tarek 
waters and lactose,, and can have a significant 1981).). 
concentration factor,, reduce costs of  heating 
and cooling milk, and lower the amount of  
rennet used in cheese making.. Moreover,, UF 
can offer significantt advantages in the 
manufacture of  most soft and specialty 
cheeses, as well as other fermentedt  milk 
products such as yogurt. Preliminary results 
are that cheese made from UF milk is not dis­
tinguishablel  from regular-milk cheese (Zall 
1987).). Consumers have not been shown to 
reject UF milk products, and there are no 
regulations restricting their sale. However, 
regulations and consumer resistance make it 
doubtfull that fluid milk reconstitutedit t  from UF 
milk will be marketed in Canada in the near 
future.. 
-
deve-Although UF technology was first ­
com-loped for use at the processing plant, a ­
mercial UF system has been developed to 
concentrate milk on the farm.. According to 
the manufacturer, this system can easily be 
operated by an average dairy producer.r. Thus, 
whether UF is a profitable new technology 
has to be evaluated both on the farm and at 
the plant.. 
This paper evaluates the potential impact 
of  UF technology on the Ontario dairy 
industry.. Specifici i  objectives are to: 
• evaluatel t  thet  profitabilityit ilit  of  on-farm UF,, 
• determinet r i  thet  potentialt ti l forf r reducingr i  
transportationt ti  costs through milk collec­
tion/UF centers, and 
-
• estimateti t  thet  welfarel  impactsi t  of  UF on 
producers, processors and consumers. 
Results from this study will aid industry and 
governmentt decision makers in assessing the 
adoption of  UF technology.. 
THE ONTARIO DAIRY INDUSTRY 
The Ontario dairy industry is highly regu­
lated. All commerciali l fluid milk sold in 
Ontario is marketed under a quota system 
administered by the Ontario Milk Marketing 
Board (OMMB),), which is empowered by the 
federall and provincial governments.ts. In effect, 
the OMMB owns quota, which it leases to 
dairy farmers. Shipping more one’s 
-
than '
quota results in a heavy fine.. Farmers may 
trade quota on an auction market, but the 
any oneOMMB limits the amount of  quota o  
producer may have.. In addition to quota poli­
cies, the OMMB sets prices received for fluid 
milk and allocatest s shipmentsts to processors for 
both fluid and industriali l milk.. 
-
mar-Industriall milk in Canada is also ­
keted under quota, which is administered by 
the Canadian Dairy Commissioni i  (CDC).). The 
CDC and provincial supply management 
authorities jointly administer the National 
Market Sharing Quota Plan (MSQ),), which 
allocatest s the share of  Canadiani  industrial milk 
among the provinces and establishes a target 
rate of  return for industriall milk and cream.. 
The provinces then manage the MSQ within 
their jurisdictions.. The CDC sets floor prices 
for butter and skim milk powder through its 
"offer“ r to purchase”" program. The CDC 
disposes of  stocks of  nonfat solids on the 
internationall markets and recovers any losses 
through a producer-financed levy. 
All fluid and industrial milk haulage and 
direction in Ontario is controlled by the 
OMMB.. Transporters work for the OMMB 
rather than for the producer as in the United 
States,, and transport costs are considered a 
cost of  production. Producers pay a pooled 
transportation cost on a per-hectolitre basis, 
not a per-hectolitre per-kilometre basis. In 
1989,, transport costs averaged $1. 86/hL. The 
OMMB allocates shipmentst  to processors 
according to plant quota and end use.. Fluid 
milk has first priority in allocation and 
receives the highest price.. Milk for processed 
dairy products has five classes of  milk for 
pricing purposes, but effectively consists of  
. . 
two categories:: "soft" products, such as cot­
tage cheeses, ice cream and yogurt, and 
“ ” -
"hard" products, such as hard cheeses and“ ” 
milk powder (OMMB Dairy Statisticall Hand­
book 1987-88). The OMMB allocates milk 
-
main-for soft products on a demand basis, ­
taining a price difference between the milk 
for soft and hard products. Residual milk is 
then allocated to plants on a historical-use 
basis to be used for hard products.t . The price 
for the residual milk is essentiallyl  the CDC 
support price.. Plant supply quota for residuall 
milk can be transferred among plants with the 
agreement of  the OMMB.. 
Ontario dairy producers receive a pooled 
price for their milk based upon their quotas 
of  fluid and industriall milk.. Fluid milk prices 
are set by the OMMB based upon a cost-of­
production formula.l . For a readjustment in the 
milk pricing formula to occur, a change has 
-
to be at least 2 % of  the total cost of  produc­
tion (Stonehousese 1979;; Hamm 1986).). 
 	 -
METHODS 
The three specifici  objectives of  this study 
require three methods of  analysis:i : 
•	 a partial budget to determine the costs 
and returns of  on-farm UF, 
•	 a location-allocationti  modell to determine 
the optimum number,r, size and locations 
of  the UF centers, and 
•	 a welfarel  analysisl sis tot  estimateti te thet  impacti t
of  the new technology on dairy 
producers, processors and consumers. 
Partialti  Budget of On-Farm UF 
Previous studiesi  of  on-farm UF reported 
significanti t economiesi  of  size attributable to 
the fixed costs of  installingli  a UF system 
(Slack,l k, Amundson and Hill 1982;; Floriot and 
Overney 1984;4; Bertrand 1986;; Mortara 1986;6; 
Zall 1987;; Novakovici  and Alexander 1987).). 
These studies reported that the savings in 
costs were not enough to compensatet  for the 
cost of  installinglli  the UF system in herds of  
fewer than 100 cows.. All the studies used a 
partial budget approach to compare the costs 
and returns from UF. 
A partial budget calculates the expected 
change in profit for a proposed change in a 
farm operation.t . There are fourr elementst  to 
a partiall budget:t: 
•	 new costst  incurred, 
•	 current costst  reduced, 
•	 new revenuess gained, and 
• currentt revenues lostl t (Kay 1986).6). 
Given that no UF system is operating on an 
Ontariot i  dairyi  farm,, a partiall budget is com­
puted based upon informationti  from Alfa-
-
­
Laval,l, the Ontario Dairy Farm Accountingti  
Manage-Projectj t (ODFAP),), the Ontariot i  Farm ­
ment Accounting Project (OFMAP)) and 
previousi  studies.i s. The system evaluatedt  is the 
Alfa-Laval Thermicon™
 
capable of  filtering 75 to 100 litres per hour
 
1 TMsystem,, which is 
per membrane to a concentration factor of  2x. 
The partial budget in this study computes:: 
r. 
0•	 amortizedti  installationi t ll ti  costst  and variablei l  
operating costs of  the UF system, 
•	 loweredl  milkil  coolingli  and transportationt t ti  
costs resulting from the UF, and 
•	 savingsi  ini  feedf  costst  by feedingf i  thet  
permeate. 
Details of  the budget are in the Appendix.i . 
Collection Centers 
Given the distances that some northern 
Ontario producers ship their milk,, it may be 
feasiblel  to introduce the UF technology in a 
collection center, where raw milk is brought 
from several nearby farms, concentrated 
using UF, and then shipped to finall processingi  
plants. In effect, this pooling of  milk would 
allow producers to take advantaget e of  the econ­
omies of  size indicated by previous studies.. 
There are legall restrictions on marketing fluidi  
milk that has been reconstituted from UF 
milk.. Hence, UF milk from these collection 
centers would be used for processed dairy 
products only.. Given that 58% and 75% of  
the milk in Ontarioi  and Quebec,, respectively,ti ely, 
was used as other than fluid,, UF centers may 
be economicallyi ll  feasiblei le in the Canadiani  dairy 
-
industryt  (OMMB 1989a). The feasibilityi ility of  
UF collectioni  centers has not previously been 
studied,i , but such collection centers have been 
incorporated into other agricultural systems 
(e.g., Baldwin,i , Babiker and Larson 1987).). 
a). 
collec-To evaluate the feasibilityi ility of  UF ­
tion centers,, both the number of centers and 
their locationsti s must be considered. Thus,, a 
location-allocationti - ll cation modell is developedl  that 
determines the number of concentration 
centers as wellll as the locationsti s of those 
centers.t rs. Moreover,r, the capacityit  of the centerst r  
is varied to determine how the number and 
location of the centers change as capacityit  
changes.s. 
der-The literature on location theory is ­
ived from only a few major works (Norman 
1979).9). Weber (1929)) is the basis for most of  
thet  literature on least-costt theory of  location.ti n. 
Applications off Weber's theoryt  have includedi l  
determiningt  optimumti  plantl t locationl ti  ini  botht  
homogenous and  heterogeneous market areas,, 
where demand can be eitherit evenly distributed 
throughout the area or  concentrated at a given 
point (Losch 1954; Stollsteimer 1963).. 
’
Usually,, supply sources and market  territo­
ries are defined as predetermined sets off 
feasible plant locations, transportation and 
handling cost functions are known, and the 
-
optimum or  least-cost site is selected fro~ th.erom  
predetermined feasible set. Thus, the optl~I­timi-
zation is one off selecting the least-cost sIte. 
Alternatively,, given a finite set off supply and 
demand points, there is (are) an optimum 
location(s)) for locating plants.. This latter 
approach generates an optimum site or sites, 
but still from a predetermined feasiblel  set. 
An extension of  the site-selecting and 
site-generating models is to include the cost 
of  establishing a plant in the model, often 
i
termed a "fixed-charge problem." Suppose 
there are ii possible locations from which to 
choose.. The cost of  establishing and operating 
“  .” 
a plant producing Si units is Ci (Si):; ; ) :  
Ci (Si) = 00 for Si,  =  0c,(4)  
C ,i (Si),) F,i + gi (Si) S,= , , forr i > 0 
where 
F;I	 = the investmentt or cost of  establishing 
the plant and 
gi a unit cost of  productionti  at that pla.nt.; =	 l . 
Modelsl  of  thist i  typet  can be used tot  determme 
whether a plant should be built as well as its 
optimalti l locationti  and optimall sizei  or capacity.city. 
The abovee modelsl  transfer productt from 
thet  supplierlier to thet  consumer; they do not 
allowll  forr the possibilityi ilit  of transshippingt i i  a 
in  
commodity.odity. A modelel thatt allowsll s forr trans­
shipmenti t betweent  originsri ins and destinationssti ations and 
alsol  permitsit  storaget ra e and processingssi  activitiesti ities 
can be used to evaluatel t  the organizationi ti  of 
existingi ti  plants,l t , ass wellll ass thet  constructionstr ti  of 
new plantsl ts and/or/  partialti l processingsi  centerst  
(e.g.,.g., Baldwin,l in, Babikeri  and Larsonr  1987).987). 
Suchc  a modelel isis centraltr l tot  thet  objectivesjecti es of 
thist is study.study. 
-
Location-Allocationi  off Centers ini  Ontario 
A  location-allocationl  transshipmenttr i  model isi  
developed tot  determinet  thet  optimal location,l ti , 
number  and  capacity offUF  centers thatt t should 
be built in Ontario. Recall that the OMMB 
ship-controls haulage and direction offall milk ­
trans-ments and that the producers pay pooled ­
port costs.  Hence, the objective off the model 
is to minimize the cost off shipping milk from 
the farm to a processing plant, either  directly 
or  via a UF  center, as illustrated in Figure  1 .I  
The model includes the total quantities off 
industrial milk supplied and demanded by 
region, information on transportation costs, 
the annual amortized cost off establishing UF 
centers of  various capacitiesti  and the operating 
costs of  the centers. 
Algebraically, the model is: 
MinW  = C C X r j j  Cl F , )EE ij (Tij + j + j) 
i; Ij 
+ EECCXUjkX j  (Tk~  PUk)+ ud 
ji kk 
+ EEXrik(1';k + Prk)k) ( I )  
l k 
C C r j k(Tk
i 
such that:t: 
CXr, ,  = c CXulk V jj (2)) 
I k 
CXr, ,  C X r , ,  5 SIl i V ii ( 3 )3)E ij + E ik ~ 
iI k 
EXrikC r , ,  + EXVjkC v,, ~2 PDIk v k (4)) 
iI j/ 
EXrijC Il  ~5 CAP * N j V jj ( 5 )5) 
jI 
The variableri l  definitionsfi iti ns are ini  Tablel  I.1 .  The 
objectivej ti e functionti  has three parts:rt : .. 
establishing• thet  amortizedrti  annualal costt of t lI m
F,,  Xr,,a UF center,t r, j  withit  capacitycity rij. att 
transportinglocationl ti  j and the costt of m  
raw milki  from producer att ii to centert  j ,,
T I ,  	 C,,ij, and concentratingtr ti  thatt t milk,il , )' 
•	 thet  costt of transportingt rti  UF milkil  from 
center j  tot  thet  processingr ssi g plantl  k ,, ~k'qk ,
and thet e costst of processingr ssi g UF milk,il , 
Puk,Uk, anda  
c 
Figure I.1. 
Table 1 .I. 
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Definition of  variables used in location-allocationl tion model 
milk producing region 
UF centre 
processing plant 
quantity of  raw milk shipped from producing region i to UF centre j 
quantity of  raw milk shipped from producing regions i to processing plant k  
UF milk shipped from UF centre j to processing plant k 
transportation cost from producing region i to UF centre j 
transportation cost from UF centre j to processing plant k 
transportation cost from producing region i to processing plant k 
establishment cost of  UF centre j 
per unit operating cost of  UF centre j 
per unit processing cost using raw milk 
per unit processing cost using UF milk 
total industrial milk produced in region i 
processor demand for industrial milk 
concentration factor 
UF plant capacity 
Number of  UF plants 
•	 the cost of  transportingti  raw milk directlyl  
from the producer at i to the processing 
plant k ,, Ttk, and processing raw milk,,
Pr,.
rk' 
The objective function ensures that the cost 
of  establishingi  a UF center is not incurred 
unless raw milk is shipped to that center.. 
Moreover, establishment and operating costs 
are a function of  the amount of  milk to be 
shipped through the UF center; i.e.,., F,j =  
f(Xr,,)j( ri) and C,j =  h(Xr,,). objec-iJ)' Hence,, the ­
jointly determinestive functioni  i s whether or not 
the UF center should be built as well as its 
location and size.. 
The model was constrained to ensure 
that:: 
•	 Xujkrthe amount of  UF milk shipped, U k, 
concen-is not more than the equivalent ­
trated amount of  raw milk received, 
X ~ ; , / C'ij/c (Eq.. 2),, 
•	 total milk shipped from producing 
region i to a Xri j .UF center, 'ij, and/or 
Xrik ,directly to a processing plant, 'ib is 
not more than is produced in region i , 
SI;I; (Eq. 3),0%. 1, 
•	 PDIkdemand in region k, h is satisfied 
(Eq.4),( q. 4), 
•	 the total UF capacity, CAP*N j,j , is not 
less than the amount of  milk filtered 
(Eq.. 5 ) ,), and 
•	 standardr  nonnegativityti it  conditionsiti s apply.l . 
Costs of  establishingi i  and operating a UF 
center increase with the capacityity of the center,t r, 
which is a function of  the quantitytit  of  milk to 
be filtered.. The UF systemss considered for 
the centers are larger than those considered 
on the farm;; hence the establishmentt and 
operating costs are estimatedt  from a limited 
number of  existing commercial systems and 
engineering information.ti . Alfa-Lava1 
 
l had 
hL/hour 70 hLihour/  systems for10 i and 
$75,000 and $370,000,, , respectively,l , in 1989.9. 
These systems could operate a maximum of  
12 hours per day due to maintenance and 
cleaning requirements.t . Assuming a concave 
cost function,ti , a linear approximationti  of  the 
cost of  the UF equipmentt is: 
Log (C)0 =  2.522147 - 0.16566211 * 
Log (hL/Y)/  
where 
C	 =  the cost of the system,, and 
hL/ Y =  the annuall capacityit  in hectolitres.t litres. 
The cost of a buildingi  forr the system also 
increasess with capacity.it . Given the space 
requirementsts provided by Alfa-Laval,l, com­-
merciali l constructiontr ction companiesies providei  esti­
matest  of buildingi  costs as:: 
ti-
Log(BC)) =  12.30986.  - 0.9231627 * 
Log(hL/Y) ( / Y  
where BC =  building costs.t . A one-acre parcel 
is assumed to accommodatet  several different 
building sizes.. Land is a small fraction of  the 
total cost of  the UF center; hence changes in 
land size are not considered crucial to the finall 
results.. The average cost of  a one-acre indus­
trial site in Guelph, Ontario, is used as the 
-
com-basis for land cost.. Residential but not ­
mercial property transactions are monitored 
rela-by the Ontario Real Estate Board. The ­
tionship between residentiall and commercial 
land in Guelph is assumed constant for the 
province and is adjusted regionally.. 
Operating costs are extrapolated from 
Novakovic and Alexander (1987) as well as 
from information provided by Alfa-Laval:l: 
Log(OC/hL)(0 l  = 3.868828 - 0.4897507 * 
Log(hL/Y) / ) 
where OC =  operating costs.t . Straight-line 
depreciation is assumed, with life expectan­
cies of  10 and 20 years on the UF equipmentt 
and building,, respectively,, and zero salvage 
value.. The Bank of  Canada average bond 
t -
yield of9.9409% is assumed to be the oppor­
tunity cost of  capital.. 
 9.9  	 -
first-Transportationrt ti n costs are modeled as t­
degree approximationsi ti ns of  concave functions,ti s, 
with costs a linear functionti  of  the distances 
over which milk is hauled,, plus a constantt 
loading cost.t. Following Flemming and Hamm 
(1988),), transportationrt ti  costs are differentiatedti t  
between short (lesss than 160 kilometres)t ) and 
long hauls (more than 160 kilometres).. 
Adjusting for inflation and exchange rate 
rnrn
differences, Hahn's (1983)) model provides a 
short-hault l modell based on a truck with 
11,400,  kilogramss of  capacity,, and Lough 
(1977)7) provides a long-haull modell based on 
a truck with 21,590 kilogramss of capacity.it . 
The short-t and long-haull cost functionsti ns are,, 
respectively:ti ely: 
’
Short-hault- l costt ($/hL)/ ) = 0.4658 
+  0.0112 * distance in kilometrestr s 
Long-haull cost ($/hL)) =  0.4607 + 
0.0080 * distance in kilometrest  
Road distancest es between cities in Ontario 
average approximatelyi ately 30% longer than the 
straight-linei t-li e distancet e between the cities 
(Morris,rris, Wesolowskyl  and Love 1988).8). 
Hence,, transportation distancesi t ces are estimated 
at 130%0  of  a straight-linet li  distance between 
cities.. 
processors’The ' demand for industrialtri l 
milk is effectivelyti l  two demands:ds: milk for soft 
productst  and milk for hard products.ts. The total 
quantity demanded may not be more than a 
processor’s'  quota for industrialtri l milk (MSQ)) 
plus milk transferred from the fluidi  market.t. 
processors’Hence,, any change in ' demand for 
one class of  milk affectst  their total demand 
for milk.l . A synthetict ti  modell is employedl  to 
processors’approximatet  ' demand for milk.. 
Detailsl  of  the model are in the next section.. 
approxi-Adjusting for inflation,, it cost ­
mately $18.23 to process a hectolitre of  milk 
into cheese in 1989 (Statisticsti s Canada 1986).). 
Estimates of  savings due to using UF milk 
have ranged from $0.33/hL to $3.51/hL, 
dependingi  on the manufacturingi  method used 
con-and the effect of  UF on cheese yield.. A ­
servative, realistic estimate of  $0.90/hL is 
used in this study (Novakovici  and Alexander 
1987;; Hill 1989).). 
Quantitiesti  of  milk supplied and processed 
Syn-by region are supplied by the OMMB.. ­
thetic functionsi s using quantities from the 
OMMB and elasticity estimates from prior 
studies are generated for the processors 
demand for milk and are discussed in the next 
section.. 
UF Technologyl  and Industry Welfare 
In order  to determine the net welfare effects 
off UF technology on the Ontario dairy 
industry, a synthetic model is developed that 
incorporates two major changes expected 
UF. First, UF is expected to changefrom o 
transportationti  cost, which is considered a cost 
of  production under the supply management 
system in Ontario. In 1989,, transportation 
3.45% produc-costs averaged   of  the cost of  ­
$1.64/hLtion; e.g.,  I.  in southern Ontario. For 
a readjustment in the milk pricing formula to 
2%occur, a change has to be at least   off the 
totalt l costt of production.ti n. This 2% limitit means 
that UF has to decrease transportation costst  
by at leastt $0.95/hL.  in southernt rn Ontariot ri  (57%7  
of the transportationt ti  cost)t) to affectt the milki  
pricing formula.l . Second,, UF is expectedt  to 
reduce the cost of  processing dairy products, 
especiallyll  the "soft" processed products; it 
costs less to process UF milk than regular 
milk into soft dairy products (Novakovici  and 
Alexander 1987).87). Hence,, the derived demand 
for milk for soft products is likely to change 
“ t” 
with the introductionti  of  UFo However,, these 
changes would occur within the regulated 
supply management system of  the Ontario 
dairy industry.t . 
. 
Recallll that the total supply of  milk avail­
able for processing is regulated by the 
OMMB, which sells quotas to dairy farmers 
il-
for marketing fluidi  milk (FMQ)) and manufac­
tured milk (MSQ).). Milk supply to the 
processor for both soft and hard products is 
also regulated.. Processors can buy milk for 
soft products on demand, but there is a plant 
supply quota for milk for hard products. In 
effect, milk residual to the milk demand for 
soft productst  is a perfectly inelastic supply of  
milk for hard products. 
This situation is pictured in Figure 2, 
where Ss and Sh are the supplies of  milk for 
soft and hard products, respectively, and Ds 
and Dh are the demands for soft and hard 
products. The supply of  milk for hard 
products, Sh,, is a residual supply:: 
-
Sh = MSQ + %FMQ - SS*s* 
where 
%FMQ = a portion of  fluid milk not sold 
as fluid, and 
Ss = an amount predetermined from 
the demand for milk for soft 
products. ‘I 
Hence, any change in Ss will affect Sh.. 
Figure 2 can also depict the final market 
for soft and hard products. Given Ss and Ds, 
consumer  surplus is area a and producer 
(processor)r) surplus is area b + c (Figure 2a). 
Consumer and producer surplus for hard 
products given residual supply, Sh,, and 
areasfconsumer demand, Dh, are eas! + g + h 
‘ h  sh 
Ss
 
.~ S's ,'=
§3 
a
b ;§*s ~ 3 9€I h4 ~ 
c 
Ds I k D‘hh 
o Q 0 Q 
Figuf'8 2.a Soh Products Figuf'8 2.b Hard Products 
Figure 2 .. Demand and supply of milk for "soft" and "hard" dairy products 
i + k ,, respectively (Just,, Hueth and S ’  to a decrease in production costs..and ' due 
Schmitz 1982).). Assuming that UF lowers the 
cost of  soft products,, i.e., shifts the supply 
from Ss to Ss', consumers' welfare would 
increase by area b + d,, while soft products 
processors’' welfare would change to area 
‘ ’ 
+ e .. If  area e (<O),Cc - b > 0 «0  processors 
would be better (worse)) off. The increased 
demand for milk for soft products would 
avail-result in a decrease in the supply of  milk ­
able for hard products.. Subsequently,tl , supply 
of  hard products would shift from Sh to Sh' .’
Consumers' surplus for hard products would 
decrease to area j ,f, and hard products 
processors’' welfare would change to area 
’ 
gR + i .. Processors would be better (worse)e) off  
if area g (R> k g < k ) .). 
farmers’ welfare would also beDairy ' 
affected by UF. Transportation  costs are part 
of  the farmer's cost of  production under the 
supply management system in Ontario. 
Figure 3  depictst  the Ontario milk market 
before UF with supply,, S,, demand,, D ,, and 
an effective quota,, Qs,, which is less than the 
market equilibrium quantity without the 
’s 
quota.. The producer's surplus is area e + f, 
while area d is the rental rate of  quota.. With 
’ j  
the introduction of  UF, farm supply shiftst  to.
Farmer’s areaJ’ g.' surplus will change to af + R, 
and the rental rate for quota will increase to 
area d + e + h.. Hence, introduction of  UF 
will increase the economic rents accruing to 
dairy quota.. 
A synthetic model is required to deter­
mine the magnitudes of  net welfare changes 
due to the introduction of  UF: 
-
PD,, = a. + a,*MP,, + az*P,/, + u3*P,, 
(7) 
CD,I' = Co + CI*P,f' (8) 
CD,f' PS'f' (10) 
CD"f' = PS"f' (II) 
SII = PDII = PD,I',, + PD,,!, ( 12) ,l, 12) 
$/unit 
sc 
5'pf---------~P 
d 
pi f---------------j....-'P' 
8 h 
D 
I 
I 	 I 
QS 
Figure 3..	 Supply,l , demand and production quota at the farm level 
where 
PD,sp PDhp =  Table 2.. Elasticitiesti ities (E)) and values used toand hp processor demand for
 
calibrate synthetictic model
milk for soft and hard
 
products, respectively,
 
Elasticitiesiti s aMP,p =	 processor price for
 
milk for soft products, 

p.Tp  
= -0.21. 1PSpand PI,,,hp =  wholesale prices ofsp 
= 0.30soft and hard products, 
= -0.50.50respectively,, 
P,,,lio = weighted processor  = -0.54.54 
input price, excluding = -1.00. 0 
~milk,
 
CDspsp CDIlp= consumer demand for 1989 values to calibrate synthetictic model h
and hp  el  
soft and hard products, 
respectively,, = 2,103,090 hL 
PS, and PSIIPhp processor of  = $45.1633/hL/  
PD,,,	 .
sp = supply MP,,,
 
soft and hard products,
 P,,,	 = $4.079/kg/SI =f  the supply of  industrial $9,008/kg= . /P""milk, and 
P"	 = $18.23/hLPDI = total processor demandf  
CD"" = 686,908,  (1000 kg)for industrial milk. 
CD,,,Eqs. 10,, II and 12 are equilibrium conditions = 1,049,034 (1000. .  kg)
 
required to obtain a solution from the model.
 
Elasticities used to derive the coefficients and Goddad 

1 1  
"Source:: dar and Conboy (1989).9). 
starting values used to calibrate the model are (1989a. 1989b.hSource:rce: OMMB l989a, I , 1991):): Statistics 
in Table 2.. Canada.. 
o 
lI"l 
o 
""
-
o 
-
o 
r-
o
-O"Ia-.lr)r-~V)oo"":o 
lI"l ~l;(;~:C~~~1 
","","""-lI"ll"l"" 
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Table 4.. Minimumi i  profitabler fita le herdrd sizei  withit  a 20% 
decrease and increasei  ini  selectedl t  variables 
Minimumi i  profitabler fitable 
herdr  size 
20% 20% 
Modified variable decrease increasei  
Basic case I121  112 
Transportation cost 127 88 
Interestt rate 99 I I911  
Equipmentt cost 86 127 
Productioni  level 128 83 
Concentration factor 140 86 
Milking time I I611  99 
Electricity cost I l lII 113 
Labor cost 103 1 I71  
All variables 155ISS 79 
RESULTS 
Partiall Budgets 
The results of  the partial budgets for herds 
ranging from 30 to 150 cows are reported 
in Table 3.. The savings in costs from the 
UF,, including the value of  the permeate fed 
on farm,, do not appear to offset the amor­
tized installation and operatingi  coststs for 
herds of  fewer than 130 cows.. A search 
finds the minimum herd size for a positive 
net return to be 112 cows.. Arbitrarily 
increasing/decreasing/ reasing the budget variables 
by 20% gives a minimum herd size ranging 
from 79 to 1555 cows,, as reported in 
Tablel  4.. Moreover,r, a breakeven analysisis 
determinesi s that the annual investment cost 
of the UF system evaluated in this study 
would have to decrease to $16311 from 
$471919 in order forr the UF system to be 
profitable on a 50-cow dairy farm.r . Given 
r-
that Ontario's average herd size is 49 cowss 
and that only 4.5%.5  of the herdss arere larger 
than 80 cowss (OMMB 1989a).a). itt is unlikelyl  
that many Ontariori  dairy producers willll 
adopt UF systems,t s, given the 
’s 
on-farmr  I  
present costt of thet  systems.ste s. 
I 
Figurei r  4.. Twenty-fivei  milk-producingi  regions in Ontariot i  
Collectionollection Centerst s 
A 10cation-alIocation modelel based on Eqs.s. I 
tot  5 isi  runr  tot  determinet i  thet  optimumti  number 
and locationl ti  of UF collectionll ti n centerst  in 
lo ll cation 1 
Ontario’sOntario.ntario. t ri 's 533 countiesnties are aggregatedr t  
intointo thet e 255 producingr ucing regionsr i s forf r computa­
tionalti nal tractability.tractability.22 Milkil  productionr  isis 
assumed to a 
ta-
assu ed to bee inin thethe centerce t r of a county,nty, withit  
thethe centercenter of productionr uction inin eacheac  of thet e 
2525 productionproduction regionsregions a  weightedei te  averager  
ofo  milkilk productionroduction location.l cation. Thee II11 demand 
regionsregions correspondcorrespond tot  thet e 1212 OMMB regions,r ions, 
withith regionsregions 1010 andand 1111 combinedco bined becauseecause of 
thethe fewfew processorsprocessors inin thoset ose regions.regions. Thehe 
regionsregions areare delineateddelineated inin Figuresi res 4 anda d 5 .. 
deter-Giveniven thatthat thethe objectiveobjective functionfunction eter­
minesines thethe location,location, sizesize andand decisionecision on 
whetherhether oror notnot toto buildbuild aa UFF center,center, thethe 
objective function is nonlinear.. The 
processors’' demand for milk (Eq.. 4) is also 
nonlinear.li r. Readilyil  available software is 
unable to do a mixed-integer program with 
a nonlinearli r objectivej ti  functionti  and a nonlinearli  
constraint.t i t. Followingll i  a standardt  procedure,, 
all vari-thet  modell isis optimized,ti ized, firstfirst allowingll i  lI ri­
ablesl s tot  be continuous.ti s. The modell isi  thent  
con-rerunr r  withit  thet  numberr off UF centerst r  ­
strainedtr i e  tot  0 or I ,, dependingi g on whichi  isi  
aclosest.l sest. The resultr s lt isis ini  effectff t  mixed-integeri -i t r
solution.lution. However,ever, forf r nonlinearli r models,ls, thist i  
solu-methodet  doeses nott guaranteer t  an optimalti al s l ­
tion;ti n; nonee of thet e solutionsl tions nearr thet  originalri i l 
(noninteger)( ninteger) solutions l tion may meett thet  integeri t r 
solutions lution (Leibman( i an ett al1 1986).986). 
A referencerefere ce solutions l ti n determineseter i es thatt at 
are13,853,78013,853,780 hL off milkil  are shippeds i e  fromfr  
Figure 5.. Eleven milk demand regions in Ontarioi  
farmss to plants at a cost of  $2.14/hL,, as 
reported in Table 5.. This cost is 15% higher 
than the 1989 officiali l transportation cost of  
$1.86/hL (OMMB 1989b).b). The introductionti  
of  100 L/hour UF collection centers would 
decrease transportationrt ti  costs by almost 10%, 
to $26.7.  million from $29.6 million,, as 
reported in Tablel  5.. Average transportationt t  
costst  would decrease to $1.93/hL from 
lo , 
$2.14/hL.. . All 25 producingi  regions would 
adopt the technology and there would be no 
changes in the trade flowss between regions.. 
Given that transport costst  are pooled and paid 
by farmersrs in Ontario,t  itt is expectedt  that 
changess in transportationt ti  costst  due to the 
introductionti  of UF wouldl  be passed on to 
farmers.rs. Moreover,, transport costst  are con­
sidered a cost of productionti  (COP)) and are 
included in the COP formula used to determinet i e 
-
2%the price of  milk.. A COP change of   or 
more will trigger a change in the price of  
milk.l . Given that there can be a delay in 
implementingt  changes to the COP formula,l , 
the modell is run with and without a milk price 
change.. However, as reported in Table 5 ,, 
whether or not the change in transportt costst  
due to UF triggers a change in the price of 
milk,il , the price of soft dairy productst  would 
decrease slightly,tl , whilei  the price of hard 
productst  would increase slightly.tl . A change 
in the price of milk makes the changess in 
prices of softt and hard productst  only slightly 
greater. 
Welfare Effects of UF 
Even with a milk price adjustmentt t due to 
lower transportationt ti  costs,, dairyi  farmers' 
Table 5.. Changes in prices and quantities demanded due to UF technology with 100 hLlhour collection/
centres 
With UF 
Variable 
Reference 
solution 
No price 
change 
Price 
change 
Total transportationrt tion costs $29,647,089 $26,737,795 $26,737,795 
Average transportationt ti  cost ($/hL)) $2.14.  $I.931. 3 $1.93 
(lo00Quantity demanded 10  kg):): 
Soft products 
Hard products 
686,908 
1,049,035,  
697,808 
1,046,056, 6 1,045,938 
698,240 
\'045,938 
of 
($/1000/kg) 
($/1000/kg) 
Price f:
Milk for soft products ($/hL) 
Milk for hard products ($/hL) 
Soft products / lOOO ) 
Hard products /lOOO g) 
4 1.9324 
45.1633 
.  
4079.00 
9008.08 
45. I6331  
41.9324 
3959.14 
9033.22 
41.1224 
44.9533 
7
3954.39 
9034.23 
~~~ ~~welfare would increase with the introduction  Table 6.. Agents’' and industry surplusu  after theof  UF, as reported  in Table 6 .. Processors of 
introduction  of  100 Llhour UF collection centres/soft products  would be worse off,, as would under base scenarioi  and with 20% increase in consumers of  hard products, while processors  various costs ($000)$o 0)
of  hard products  and consumers of  soft 
products would be better  off.. Overall, there Agent Base 20% in all costs 
would be a net benefit  to the industry.. 
The results are relatively stable.. Costs are +2,909 + 1.909Producersrs  \,  
arbitrarily  increased  20%,, both individual Processorscosts and all costs, to see how the agents' wel­’ - -40,515, 15 39,374Soft -39,374fare change as costs change. For example, 
+ 12,008, 8Hard + 14,533,  given a 20% rise in all costs, producers' wel­rs’ -
fare is positive, but 38 % lower than in the ini­ Consumersrs 
tial solution, as reported in Table 6.. Industry Soft +86,305 +82.989 
 -
,  
surplus decreases by only 13% with a 20% -27,384,384 -26.327Hard ,327 
increase in all costs. +35,848 +3\,2051,205Industry ,
The collection centers proposed  in the 
model have varying capacities, depending on 
supply and demand factors at their location. 
However, as with many new technologies, the Fewer regions would find UF collection  
first UF plants will likely be smaller than centers economical as the capacity of  the 
optimum and operating on a triali  basis.. In centers decreases. Small centers capable of  
hL/hour econom-such a scenario,, it is important to determine filtering only 10 i would be ­
“trial plants.” ically feasible in only six regions (Table 7)..optimum locations for these " l ts." 
A capacity constraint  is added to the model Also, as the capacity decreases, the total 
to see which regions would adopt UF given surplus to the industry decreases (Table 8).. 
different plant capacities,i , and how adoption Producers have positive welfare changes with 
of  these smaller plants would affect the the introduction of  UF with no capacity  
agents’ industry’s constraints, but under constraints their welfare' and the tr ' welfare. 
Table 7. Producing regions adopting ultrafiltration under different plant capacity 
No 
capacity 
Size (in hUh) 
Region constraint 100 80 60 40 30 20 10 
1 Y Y Y Y Y no no no 
2 y y y y y no no no 
3 y y y y y y no no 
4 y Y Y Y Y no no no 
5 y y y y y no no no 
6 y y y y y y y no 
7 y y y y no y y no 
8 y y y y y no no no 
9 y y y y y y y no 
10 y y y y y y no no 
11 y Y y Y Y Y no no 
12 y Y y Y Y Y Y Y 
13 y y y y y y no no 
14 y y Y Y Y no no no 
15 y Y Y Y Y Y no no 
16 y y y y y y y Y 
17 y y y y y y y Y 
18 Y Y Y Y Y no no no 
19 y y y y y y no no 
20 y y y y y y no no 
22 y y y y y y y Y 
23 y y y y y y y Y 
24 Y Y y Y Y Y Y no 
25 y y y y y y y y 
y: adopted 
no: not adopted 
Table 8. Welfare impact of introducing ultrafiltration into different capacity plants ($000) 
hUh 
80 60 40 30 20 10 
Change in producers' surplus: +139 -1.108 -2.909 -139 +831 -416 
Change in processors' surplus 
Soft products -39.374 -38,671 -36,416 -21,788 -11,750 -6.725 
Hard products +11,998 +2.322 + 11.055 +6.500 +3.300 + 1,758 
Change in consumers' surplus 
Soft products +82,989 +81.524 +76.880 +46,403 +25.177 + 14,483 
Hard products -26.327 -16,436 -24,371 -14.572 -7,709 -4.239 
Total industry surplus change +29,425 +27.630 +24.238 + 16.405 +9.848 +4,860 
change is positive under only two scenarios. 
However, even with a 10 hLihour plant, there 
appears to be enough net benefit to the 
industry for some type of arrangement to 
compensate the losers in a trial run. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
As expected, based on previous research, 
on-farm UF is currently not viable for the 
Ontario dairy industry. Fewer than 5 %of the 
herds in Ontario are large enough to take 
advantage of the economies of size associated 
with the technology. However, these same 
economies of size indicate that collection 
centers may be a viable way to adopt UF in 
Ontario. 
The location-allocation model and the 
synthetic industry model indicate that UF col­
lection centers may be beneficial for the 
industry as a whole, but that some agents will 
gain while others lose. These results are rela­
tively stable even with 20% cost increases. 
Previous studies have suggested that the 
gainers, usually the processors, could com­
pensate the losers, usually the producers. This 
study, however, reports that producers will 
gain as long as the UF collection centers are 
large enough to exploit the economies of size 
of the technology. The primary losers from 
UF are processors of soft products. However, 
the large, positive gains for soft product con­
sumers indicate that there is much room to 
adjust margins and for change in the 
industry's structure once UF is introduced. 
Lastly, even though definite economies 
of size are indicated throughout the study, 
there are industry gains from smaller capacity 
plants that can be built on a trial basis. This 
study identifies six regions in Ontario that 
could likely benefit from small UF collection 
centers. 
NOTES 
IA Journal reviewer questioned whether modeling 
supply as perfectly inelastic is realistic. The supply 
is not inelastic throughout its range of production 
but, in the range in which we are interested, it is 
very inelastic. Producers do not plan to produce 
milk used in hard products; they produce for fluid 
milk and for soft products, which receives a higher 
price than does milk used in hard products. The 
milk used for hard products is a residual of the 
quantity supplied for other uses. Hence, in the price 
ranges we model, the quantity of milk supplied for 
hard products is not responsive to price, and an 
inelastic supply is a reasonable approximation. 
2A Journal reviewer pointed out that aggregating 
the regions increases the likelihood that the 
aggregated solution is different from the disag­
gregated solution. However, the aggregation was 
necessary given computer limitations; i.e., the 
model would not converge with 53 regions, but 
would with 25 regions. It is hoped that the given 
solution is not too divergent from the disaggregated 
solution. 
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APPENDIX 
The partial budget presented in this study is based in part on Novakovic and Alexander (NA), 
Bretrand (B) Viguier (V), the Ontario Dairy Farm Accounting Project (ODFAP) (Ontario 
Milk Marketing Board), and the Ontario Farm Management Accounting Project (OFMAP) 
(Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food). The calculations and assumptions used are as 
follows: 
I.	 Farm size is represented by the number of milking cows, ranging from 30 to ISO cows 
per farm. Average annual milk production per cow is 55.9 hL (5756 kg) (ODFAP). 
2.	 The UF system evaluated in this study is the Alfa-Laval Thermicon, which continuously 
heats and concentrates milk at a flow rate equivalent to the speed of the milking system, 
with automatic adjustment to variations in the milk flow rate. The cost of the UF system 
(not installed, not including the therrnalizer) is calculated as $11,100 + ($4,200 * number 
of membranes needed). The size and price ofthe thermalizer unit varies with herd size, 
with linear approximations for other herd sizes: 
Cost Herd size (cows) 
$ 2,700 30 
4,700 50 
9,600 100 
$14,500	 200 
Following NA and Alfa-Laval, installation costs and supplemental equipment is assumed 
to be 25 % of the cost of the UF and thermalizer equipment. 
3.	 Insurance, repair and maintenance on the UF system are set at 0.5% and 1.5% of the 
cost of the UF unit, respectively (based on ODFAP 1987). Alfa-Laval estimates parts 
and service on the UF unit to be 2 % of the cost of the unit. 
4.	 Membrane replacement costs are $800 per year. 
5.	 The concentration factor is 2x, which is a standard used in other studies (NA, B, V). 
6.	 The UF membrane evaluated has an average capacity of 87.5 litres per hour. 
7.	 Following NA, milking time is assumed to be two thirds a function of number of cows 
and one third a function of production per cow. Milking is assumed to take 12.5 minutes 
per cow (4.8 cows per hour) with an average milk flow of2.65litres per cow per minute 
(159 litres per hour). Total milking time is estimated as: 
MT = I [(NCOW/4.8 cows/hour)*2/3] + [(MDAYI159 L/hour)*1/3] )/MMU 
where 
MT = milking time in hours per day
 
NCOW = number of cows to be milked each day
 
MDAY = milk per day in litres
 
MMU	 = number of milking machines units
 
= 3 units for a herd of 30 to 50 cows
 
= 4 units for a herd of 51 to 90 cows
 
= 5 units for a herd of 91 cows or more.
 
Milk flow is calculated as Milk Flow (L/hour) = Milk per day (L/day)/MT. 
8.	 Transportation costs are $2.05/hL, the average cost paid in southern Ontario (ODFAP). 
9.	 The value of the permeate fed is based on a linear interpolation from Glover (1985), 
who calculated the values using Peterson's equations (Church 1986, 199-203): 
CF TS% P% NP-NC% Lactose % Ash % 
1 5.7 0.00 0.18 4.8 0.53 
3 6.1 0.06 0.19 5.1 0.53 
where 
CF = concentration factor, 
TS = 7. % total solids, 
p = % protein, 
NP-NC = nonprotein n-compounds. 
To apply Peterson's equations, it is estimated that lactose and protein provide 
4 Kilocalories per gram. 
10.	 The basis feeds for comparison of the permeate value are corn and soybeans, which cost 
$150 and $340 per tonne, respectively. 
Table A-I. Estimation of the capital investment needed 
Number of cows 
30 50 70 90 110 130 150 
Milking time (hours/day) 1. 71 2.85 2.99 3.85 3.76 4.45 5.13 
Milk flow (Llhour) 269 269 358 358 448 448 448 
Calculated # of membranes needed 1.84 1.84 2.46 2.46 3.07 3.07 3.07 
Actual number of membranes 
Thermalizer cost ($) 
2.00 
2700 
2.00 
4700 
3.00 
6660 
3.00 
8620 
4.00 
10090 
4.00 
11070 
4.00 
12050 
Supplemental equipment ($) 
UF and thermal unit ($) 
Total investment cost ($) 
5550 
22200 
27750 
6050 
24200 
30250 
7590 
30360 
37950 
8080 
32360 
32320 
9498 
37904 
47488 
9743 
38970 
48713 
9988 
39950 
49938 
UF depreciation ($/year) 2498 2723 3416 3636 4274 4384 4494 
Interest ($/year) 
Total investment costs ($/year) 
1832 
4329 
1997 
4719 
2505 
5920 
2666 
6302 
3134 
7408 
3215 
7599 
3296 
7790 
Table A-2. Estimation of operating cost 
Number of cows 
30 50 70 90 110 130 150 
Membranes replaced ($/year) 1474 1474 1965 1965 2457 2457 2457 
Electricity (cleaning) $/year 66 110 155 199 243 287 331 
Electricity (UF) ($/year) 221 394 440 601 621 773 938 
Cleaning detergent ($/year) 211 352 493 634 775 916 1057 
Labor ($/year) 2005 2064 2124 2183 2242 2302 2361 
Ins., rep. and maint. ($/year) 444 484 607 646 760 779 799 
Total operating cost ($/year) 4422 4879 5784 6228 7097 7514 7943 
II.  A linear depreciation of 10 years is assumed. 
12. Interest is fixed at 12% per year. 
13. Electricity costs and costs of cleaning the UF system follow B and V. Cleaning water 
per milking is estimated as 190 L hot water + 160 L cold water + 2.2 L rententate. 
Electricity (watts) for UF and thennization is estimated as Watts/L of milk = 1.14 + 
4539/L milk/day. Electricity to heat the cleaning water is Watts/hL/day = 5.2*litres 
of hot water used per day. Electricity costs $0.07/kW. Cost of cleaning detergent is 
$0.063/hL/day (Zall). 
14. Labor required to operate the UF system (NA) is Total hours = [45 minutes + 10 
minutes1220 hL milk] /60. 
15. Labor costs $7.00/hour. 
16. Electricity required to cool one hectolitre of milk is 1.814 kWh/hL (B). Savings real-
ized from less milk to cool is estimated at 37.5% (NA, B, V). Hence, the savings per 
hectolitre from cooling UF milk is 1.814 kWh/hL * 0.375 * cost of electricity. 
Table A-3. Costs and savings from using ultrafiltration at the farm, and results 
Number of cows 
30 50 70 90 110 130 150 
Cost of cooling milk in the tank ($/hL) 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 
Saving in cooling ($/hL) 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 
Total farm savings ($/year) 2187 3645 5103 6561 8019 9477 10935 
Farm net return ($/year) -6564 -5953 -6602 -5970 -6486 -5636 -4798 
Transportation savings ($/year) 1719 2865 4011 5157 6303 7449 8596 
Total net return ($/year) -4845 -3088 -2591 -813 -184 1813 3797 
